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Goal of this session

demonstrate how to integrate Perusall

in your teaching approach



information 
transfer sense-making



Kevin Werbach: “I suspect there is also a discon-

nect between the typical professor and the typi-

cal student. Those of us who become university 

faculty probably did the reading. I remember 

skipping class a lot in college because I knew 

the material well enough from the readings to 

do well in the course.”



Kendra Burbank: “Because most students aren’t 

doing reading before class, instructors repeat 

the material in lecture. Then students don’t gain 

anything additional from the reading that they 

can’t get from the lecture. Doing the reading 

first may actually make the lectures more bor-

ing and difficult to sit through.”



Patricia Turner: “I really like the peer instruction 

approach — I had no idea Perusall connected up 

with that.”



Perusall Feedback — Pedagogy

• motivating students

• instructor involvement



Motivating students

Patricia Lynne: “I had some students who re-

ally did engage with the text I assigned, leave 

far more comments and explicitly asking for me 

to bring up passages in class. But I had more 

students who left the required number of com-

ments and did not really engage [...] I would 

love strategies for assignments that encourage 

this kind of engagement.”



Motivating students

Sara Cohen: “I am curious to hear other’s expe-

riences with student engagement in the flipped 

classroom. In mine and my colleague’s experi-

ence, students who fail to perform the assign-

ments required before class end up getting lost 

in the material, less motivated and more likely 

to do the bare minimum to ‘get by’. How do 

you handle this problem?”



Motivating students

Suzanne Trojanowski: “We also know that stu-

dents benefit from revisiting material that they 

have already read and annotated. How can Pe-

rusall be used to encourage that behavior as 

well?”





http://bit.ly/perusall_instructions



Instructor involvement

Anu Shastri: “I do like the peer instruction com-

ponent but a little hesitant to use it because of 

the possibility of misinformation been circulat-

ed.”

Andrea Baldi: “For ~70 students and 17 chap-

ters, these are ~8000 annotations to be re-

viewed/evaluated: is this feasible?”



Instructor involvement

How I prepared myself



Perusall Feedback — Technology

• grouping

• scoring

• LMS integration

• content



Grouping

Kevin Werbach: “I wonder if there is a possible 

disconnect when students develop a communi-

ty in the virtual groups but are mixed up in the 

synchronous full class session.”

Laura Jackson: “Is there a way to manually 

group students?”



Scoring

Beverly Dabney: “Can you go over tips on how 

to adjust the assessment settings?”

Denise Woodward: “Is there a way to customize 

the way the assignment is graded?”



LMS Integration

Anu Shastri: “We use Blackboard on our campus 

and would be interested in finding out the com-

patibility with Bb.”



Content

Renee Richardson: “Can we use Perusall without 

integrating with any textbook?”

Suzanne Trojanowski: “Did I miss how we can 

upload a textbook into perusall?”



Documents you can use with Perusall 

• PDF, Word, html, or ePub files (free)

• video—YouTube, Vimeo, Google Drive, Dropbox (free) 

• open access material (free)

• source code with syntax highlighting (free)

• books (purchased by students or institution)



Content

Roberta Niche: “I am determined to find a way 

to design Perusall into courses, but I am ham-

pered by the way my university handles text-

books. We use Barnes and Noble College and 

charge students a flat rate of $49 for etexts. 

Our textbook coordinator doesn’t see how we 

can make it work. Thoughts?”



Content

Justin Aakre: “I’m very curious to see how Pe-

rusall interacts with our eLibrary resources. Our 

library has worked very hard to have numerous 

resources, often behind authentication. Will Pe-

rusall work with these resources? Are there any 

restrictions on the content that Perusall can in-

teract with?”



Reflection

• asynchronous preparation

• synchronous time for discussion



Reflection

• asynchronous preparation

• synchronous time for discussion

• dig deeper post-session



May 17–28

  perusall.com/exchange



Help spread the word!

• tweet about webinar

• invite colleagues to attend

perusall.com/webinar



Upgrading to Instructor Account

• log in to your Perusall Account

• click “Enroll in Course”

• enter code: VVTQIBJNVK



for a copy of this presentation:

mazur.harvard.edu

additional resources in Perusall course

also see  bit.ly/fliponline

Follow me!            @eric_mazur




